LUTSEN PICKUP TRIP: “Things I Learned at Lutsen”
This report is a narrative of a recently completed season ending “pick up” trip to Lutsen, through
the eyes of trip member Fred LaGeese, and compiled by an anonymous author.
The TOP 15 LIST of “THINGS FRED LEARNED AT LUTSEN”
#15 – Surprisingly it only takes 4 Red Eyes to exceed the 680 pound gondola weight limit…
#14 – If you didn't think it was possible to party until 4:00 am, night after night, you obviously
have never spent any quality time with Brandon Sands, Amy Wieczorek, and Dave White.
#13 – Despite what the label on the egg carton says, Dave's homegrown bantam eggs are neither
“extra large” nor “poop free”, if you know what I mean…
#12 - Amy loves the songs on Dave's MP-3 player. At least the ones that were recorded after she
was born…
#11 – Much like a small toddler, allowing Brandon Sands to take too long of an afternoon nap
comes with severe consequences later that night…
#10 – “Swimsuit Sunday” is a beautiful thing… J
#9 – Don't ever use your good skis in April…
#8 – A direct snowball hit to the ear hole is painful, no matter how small the kid is that launched
the 4-foot laser shot.
#7 - “Last Call” at Papa Charlie's doesn't necessarily mean “ Last Call”…
#6 – Don't drink Red Bull after dark! When Amy refers to a “Brett Favre” she ain't talking about
football, and yes – Red Bull, Hpnotiq, and Vicodin do NOT mix well…
#5 – Just because some cute blond girl tells everyone in the bar that she's sleeping with you
tonight, doesn't necessarily mean she's really going to show up…
#4 - When you're playing strip poker, 4-Kings really does beat 3 Aces…
#3 - There is a reason that they call it “Melt Down Weekend”...
#2 - Yes – “Road Rash” is a serious problem when you fall while skiing topless.
1 – “ What happens in Lutsen stays in Lutsen ”!!!!!!
The Queen of Lutsen:

This could be trouble:

This IS trouble:

